1. Print double sided.
2. Cut around the dotted line above.
3. Fold in half and in half again.
4. Open out, turn over so this side is face down and fold each corner into the cross in the middle.
5. Turn over and repeat.
6. Turn over so you can see the pictures.
7. Slide your thumb and your finger behind two of the pictures and press together so they bend around and touch.
8. Turn over and repeat with the thumb and finger for the other hand for the other two pictures.
9. All the pictures should now be at the front with centres touching. Now you are ready to use your chatterbox!
Through relevant and engaging approaches, the PEO enables Australians to better understand the role and value of the Australian Parliament, and actively engage with it.

PARLIAMENTARY TIMELINE
Explore the history of Australia’s Parliament with this easy to use timeline. Investigate the milestones to find out how the work of the Parliament has influenced the development of Australia since federation.

TO OUR LAST SHILLING
Investigate Australia’s experience of the First World War from the perspective of the Australian Parliament.

QUIZZES
Have a go at these quizzes about the Australian Parliament. You might even learn something you didn’t know!

AUSTRALIA’S PARLIAMENT HOUSE
This in-depth look at Australia’s Parliament House investigates why Canberra was chosen to be the nation’s capital and why we needed a ‘new’ Parliament House.